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This paper focuses on the frequency response of several typical PSP coatings using Fourier methods. 
where n is the oxygen concentration at depth x and time t, Dm is the mass diffusivity of the PSP layer, and co is the driving frequency of the sine wave. (5) where
and 4a 2 7t2Dru
It should be noted that the above solution is for time approaching infinity so that all transients have been damped out. If we then average across the thickness of the PSP layer: 
In a similar manner we can non-dimensionalize the output from Eq. (8) .
S_nce the oxygen concentration and absolute pressure are proportional to one another, Eqs. (9) and (10) 
Similarly, for a 2no order system (critically damped):
¢2(co ) = -2 tan -1 (cox)
Note that to achieve the data in the amplitude and phase response graphs, we must take twenty times the log of the amplitude ratio to get the amplitude ratio in decibels (dB), and we must multiply the phase shift by 180 and divide by 7t to change from radians to degrees. For a 1't order system, the amplitude ratio has a high-frequency asymptote with slope -20 dB/decade and the phase shift levels off at -90°for large frequencies.
For (1) - (4), we would then have to replace Eq. (3) The process is fairly straightforward and is described in most any digital signal processing text. 9
That is, if A(f) and _(f) represent the magnitude and phase spectra of the frequency response (output relative to input), then h(t), the transfer function, can be calculated That is, for h(t) real, A(f) must be symmetric about f,/2 and qb(f) must be andsymmetric about f J2 where f, is the sampling frequency.
Since 
where L is the total number of points in the sequence Pt(i), and Pc(i) is def'med as
In Eq. Nyquist's sampling theorem, a sampling rate above 100 Hz will collect all information carried in the PSP data. 9 If the data is sampled at a rate much greater than this many more terms of the sequence hM(i ) will be necessary to properly correct the PSP data.
The results of this entire scheme for one such experiment are shown in Fig. I0 . In this experiment the pressure in the test cell was driven by a 1 Hz sawtooth wave and the data was sampled at a rate of 128 Hz. The sample thickness was 16
_tm. The corrected pressure was derived using the first six terms of the transfer function sequence. The dynamic correction scheme was then: 
